: Earthquakes plotted in Fig. 1a within the main text. Earthquakes in the WFM section have been studied using some form of waveform modelling, whilst those in the nWFM section are taken from the global catalogues, first motions studies and InSAR modelling. For the method section BWF are earthquakes modelled using the inversion of long-period body-waveforms as described in the text, in which the mechanism, moment, source-time function and the depth of the earthquake are solved for; BWFd uses the same method, but fixes the mechanism to the best double-couple gCMT solution whilst inverting for depth, moment and source-time function only; DP events are modelled using synthetic seismograms, including the P, pP and sP depth phases, that are fit to the vertical-component broadband waveforms (described below) to constrain the earthquake depth, with the mechanism taken from the gCMT catalogue of Ekström et al. [2012] ; EHB-gCMT are events with depths from the EHB catalogue [Engdahl et al., 1998 ] and mechanisms from the gCMT catalogue; PDE-gCMT are events with depths from the NEIC catalogue (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/data/pde.php) and mechanisms from the gCMT catalogue; FM are events modelled using P wave first motions; and InSAR are events modelled using observations of surface displacement from radar geodesy (as discussed in the main text). γ is the percentage double-couple of the gCMT solution, defined as γ = (1 − Figure S4 : Minimum-misfit teleseismic body-waveform model for the 27th February 2010 earthquake in Salta, Argentina (also studied by Scott et al. [2014] ). The mechanism was fixed to the gCMT best double-couple solution, and the inversion was performed for moment, source-time function and depth only. We find centroid depths <20 km generally provide a reasonable fit to the waveforms. A M w 8.8 earthquake on the subduction interface offshore Chile and a M w 7.7 outer-rise normal-faulting earthquake preceded this event by 9 and 7 hours, respectively. We find that long-period noise in the seismograms, which is probably coda from the preceding events, leads to a non-zero mean and a low signal-to-noise ratio of the observed waveforms, limiting further analysis. Figure S6 : Minimum-misfit teleseismic body-waveform model for the 18th May 2017 earthquake within the Oriente foreland of northern Peru. In the inversions the source mechanism was fixed at the best double-couple gCMT solution, and we solved for the depth and source-time function only.
We find the gCMT mechanism provides a reasonable fit to the observed waveforms, with acceptable centroid depths in the range 5-22 km.
Earthquake Depths from Forward Modelling
We modelled a number of M w 5-5.7 earthquakes from the gCMT catalogue that have >80% 
35
We compute the impulse response of synthetic depth phases (P, pP, sP ) for an event using its arrival times of the P, pP and sP depth phases.
45
To determine the centroid depth, we systematically varied the source depth starting from the EHB 46 or NEIC catalogue depth estimate until we found the best-fit between the relative amplitudes and arrival times of the depth phases in the observed and synthetic waveforms. We also varied the source 48 mechanism, which controls the relative amplitudes of the depth phases, to test the effect on our depth 49 estimates. In general we find the depths of earthquakes in which the depth phases are separated from 50 the direct arrivals are constrained to within ±3 km using this technique.
51
For shallower events in which the depth phases overlap with the direct P arrival (normally cen- of stations with high signal-to-noise ratio precludes any re-estimate of the source mechanism. However, the inference that this earthquake is shallow (centroid depth <7 km) is robust, as the depth phases overlap with the direct arrival to generate the observed waveforms (unlike, for example, seen in the 9th August 2006 earthquake shown above). The observed seismogram shows a clear direct P arrival at 15 s, followed by a second arrival at 24 s that we interpret as the surface-reflected pP phase. No later arriving sP phase is evident suggesting its amplitude is less than the noise in the seismogram. Synthetic depth-phase models of a reversefaulting earthquake at a centroid depth of 28 km beneath the Llanos Basin can accurately reproduce the relative amplitudes of the P and pP arrivals, and their relative arrival times, and a low-amplitude sP arrival. Varying the earthquake mechanism had little effect on the relative arrival times of the depth phases, but did significantly effect their relative amplitudes, suggesting the gCMT mechanism is a good approximation of the source. By varying the centroid depth, we find the waveforms begin to misfit the observed arrivals at ∼26 km and 30 km, which form the lower and upper depth bounds, respectively. Table S3 : Details of the co-seismic interferograms used to model the source of the Parina earthquake. * LOS vector is shown for the centre of deformation in the interferograms, but our modelling uses the spatially variable LOS vector over the interferogram scene. 
Array Stacking and Depth-Phase Models
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The calculations are the same as those described in the main text, however we use a different 
